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POINT INVARIANTS OF THIRD-ORDER ODES AND HYPER-CR
EINSTEIN-WEYL STRUCTURES
MACIEJ DUNAJSKI AND WOJCIECH KRYN´SKI
Abstract. We characterize Lorentzian three–dimensional hyper-CR Einstein-Weyl struc-
tures in terms of invariants of the associated third order ordinary differential equations.
1. Introduction
Given a third-order ODE for x = x(t)
x′′′ = F (t, x, x′, x′′) (F )
the Wu¨nschmann invariant W (introduced in [17], and given by formula (9) below) is
defined on the space of 2-jets J2(R,R). The vanishing of W is the necessary and sufficient
condition for the three–dimensional solution space B of (F ) to be equipped with a conformal
structure [h] of Lorentzian signature and such that the hyper–surfaces ξ ⊂ B corresponding
to points in a two–dimensional manifold Z = J0(R,R) are isotropic. The Wu¨nschmann
condition W = 0 is invariant under contact transformations of P(TZ).
The Cartan invariant C (introduced in [2] and given by formula (12) below) is only well
defined if W = 0. Its vanishing guarantees that the hyper–surfaces ξ defined above are
also totally geodesic with respect to some torsion–free connection D on B. It then follows
automatically that the connection D and the conformal structure [h] form a Weyl structure:
the null geodesics of [h] are also geodesics of D. It also follows from the Frobenius theorem
that the pair (D, [h]) satisfies the Einstein–Weyl equations: the trace–free part of the
symmetrised Ricci tensor of D vanishes [3]. The Cartan condition C = 0 is only invariant
under the point transformations of Z.
In [8] it was argued that three–dimensional Einstein–Weyl equations provide the universal
setup for dispersionless integrable systems. They are naturally equipped with dispersionless
Lax pair, and, in the real analytic context, there exists a twistor construction for the
solutions. A separate evidence for this has recently been provided using a completely
different approach [9].
Many dispersionless integrable systems, like the dKP equation [8], the SU(∞) Toda
equation [15], the hyper–CR equations [5], and others [1, 9] arise from special Einstein–
Weyl structures. It is therefore interesting to seek the characterisation of these integrable
systems in terms of additional invariants of the ODE (F ). Such characterisation should
reduce the number of arbitrary functions in the general solution: it is known that in the real
analytic category a general Einstein–Weyl structure depends on four arbitrary functions of
two variables. On the other hand solutions to the integrable systems listed above depend
only of two such functions.
In this paper we shall characterise the hyper–CR Lorentzian Einstein–Weyl structures in
terms of point invariants of the ODE (F ). The hyper–CR structures form a subclass of all
Einstein-Weyl structures characterised by the existence of the Lax representations without
derivatives w.r.t. the spectral parameter. Equivalently, at least in the real analytic category,
they are characterised by the existence of a holomorphic fibration of the associated twistor
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space Z over a projective line [5]. In the ODE approach this projective line is coordinatised
by the independent variable t in (F ). Thus the characterisation in terms of a restricted
transformations preserving t is relatively easy to come by (it is given by vanishing of K0
and K1 defined by (14)). We shall go a step further, and provide a full characterisation of
the hyper–CR EW condition under point transformations (i. e. diffeomorphisms of Z).
Theorem 1.1. A third-order ODE (F ) defines a Lorentzian hyper-CR Einstein-Weyl struc-
ture (D, [h]) on its solutions space B such that surfaces (x = const, t = const) in B are
isotropic with respect to [h] and totally geodesics with respect to D if and only if (F ) is
either point equivalent to the trivial equation, or
W = 0, I = 0, J = 0,
where the I and J are respectively a 3-form and a 2-form on J2(R,R) which are relative
point invariants of (F ).
The explicit expressions for I and J will be provided in Section 3 (formulae (22) and
(26))- they involve derivatives of F up to 8th order. The 3-form I is invariant and well
defined as long as (F ) is not point equivalent to a trivial ODE. The 2-form J is invariant
and well defined if I = 0 and W = 0. The vanishing of J implies the vanishing of the
Cartan invariant.
2. ODEs, distributions and vector fields
2.1. Preliminaries. A distribution D on a manifold M is a sub-bundle of the tangent
bundle TM . Let Γ(D) denote the set of smooth sections of D. If D and D˜ are two
distributions on M then their Lie bracket at x ∈M is the subspace of TxM defined by
[D, D˜](x) = span{[X, X˜ ](x) | X ∈ Γ(D), X˜ ∈ Γ(D˜)},
where [X, X˜ ] is the usual Lie bracket of vector fields. We will work locally in a neigh-
bourhood of x ∈ M where the function x 7→ rk [D, D˜](x) is constant so that [D, D˜] is a
distribution which we shall call adDD˜. We then inductively define ad1DD˜ = adDD˜ and
adi+1
D
D˜ = [D, adi
D
D˜]. Given a vector field X and a distribution D we similarly denote
adXD(x) = [X,D](x) = span{[X,Y ](x) | Y ∈ Γ(D)} and adi+1X D = [X, adiXD].
The total derivative vector field
XF = ∂t + x1∂x0 + x2∂x1 + F (t, x0, x1, x2)∂x2 (1)
is defined on the space of 2-jets J2(R,R) with coordinates (t, x0, x1, x2). The rank-one
distribution on J2(R,R) spanned by XF given by (1) will be denoted XF , i.e.
XF = span{XF }.
The space of 2-jets J2(R,R) is also equipped with the following integrable distributions
D1 = span{∂x2}, D2 = span{∂x1 , ∂x2}, D3 = span{∂x0 , ∂x1 , ∂x2} (2)
which are tangent to the fibres of the projections J2(R,R)→ J1(R,R), J2(R,R)→ J0(R,R)
and J2(R,R)→ R, respectively.
The distribution XF can alternatively be defined by three 1–forms
ω0 = dx0 − x1dt, ω1 = dx1 − x2dt, ω2 = dx2 − Fdt (3)
annihilating XF given by (1). An integral curve x = x(t) of (F ) lifts to a curve
t→ (t, x0 = x(t), x1 = x′(t), x2 = x′′(t))
in J2(R,R), and the one-forms ωi, i = 0, 1, 2 vanish on this curve. We shall extend these
1-forms to a basis of Λ1(J2(R,R)) by ω3 = dt.
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In what follows we shall consider two classes of transformations of (F ):
Point transformations: (t, x)→ (t˜ = t˜(t, x), x˜ = x˜(t, x)). (4)
Veronese transformations: (t, x)→
(
t˜ =
at+ b
ct+ d
, ad− bc 6= 0, x˜ = x˜(t, x)
)
(5)
where a, b, c, d are constant. The transformations (5) form a subclass of fibre-preserving
transformations. They arise naturally in the theory of Veronese webs [10, 6], and will play
a role in Section 3.
The Wu¨nshmann invariant is preserved by a larger class of contact transformations, i.
e. maps f : J1(R,R) → J1(R,R) such that f∗ω0 = λω0 for some function λ. The contact
transformations do not preserve the Cartan invariant and the Einstein-Weyl conditions.
2.2. Vector fields compatible with point structure. A section X of XF is the total
derivative of an equation contact equivalent to (F ) if and only if adXD1 and ad2XD1 are
integrable and ad3XD1 = ad2XD1 (cf. [11, Theorem 4.5]). If in addition ad2XD1 = D2 then
X represents an equation point equivalent to (F ). We will say that such a vector field X
is compatible with a point structure defined by (XF ,D2). Clearly, the total derivative XF
defined by equation (F ) is compatible with the point structure (XF ,D2).
In what follows we will need to make use of the overall scaling freedom in the choice of
XF . This is easily determined using a chain rule: Under a point transformation (4) the
total derivative XF transforms by XF˜ = g
−1XF , where
g = A+Bx1 (6)
and A and B are functions of t and x0 only, given by A = ∂tt˜, B = ∂x0 t˜.
2.3. Vector fields compatible with projective structure. There is another set of
distinguished sections of XF defined by the pair (XF ,D1). These sections correspond to
equations in Laguerre-Forsyth normal form in the linear case. In [12] they were referred to
as projective vector fields. A section X ∈ Γ(XF ) is a projective vector field if
∃V 6= 0 ∈ Γ(D1) ad3XV = −WV mod XF , (7)
for some functionW . In [12, Proposition 4.1] we have proved than given an ODE (F ) there
always exists a projective vector field X. Moreover, if g−1X is a different section of XF
satisfying (7) then
3X(g)2 − 2gX2(g) = 0. (8)
In general, the projective vector fields are not related to vector fields compatible with the
point structure (XF ,D2). In the next Section we will see the interplay between the two
notions in the case of ODEs corresponding to the Einstein-Weyl structures.
The coefficient W in formula (7) is the Wu¨nschmann invariant given by
W = ∂x0F −
1
2
XF (∂x1F )+
1
3
∂x1F∂x2F +
1
6
X2F (∂x2F )−
1
3
XF (∂x2F )∂x2F +
2
27
(∂x2F )
3. (9)
If X 7→ g−1X then W transforms as W 7→ g−3W, where g is a function satisfying (8).
Equation (8) can be interpreted as the Schwartz equation. It follows that on each integral
curve of XF there is a canonical projective structure. If the Wu¨nschmann condition holds,
the projective structure descents to the solutions space B = J2(R,R)/XF and defines a
Lorentzian conformal metric (a GL(2)-structure) on B.
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3. Hyper–CR Einstein-Weyl structures and ODEs
As explained in the Introduction, the seminal result of Cartan [3] is that the Einstein–
Weyl condition on a connection D and a Lorentzian conformal class [h] on a three–manifold
B is equivalent to the existence of a two parameter family Z of totally geodesic null surfaces
in B. This underlies the Lax pair formulation of the Einstein-Weyl condition [8]: Let
V1, V2, V3 be independent vector fields on B such that a contravariant metric in h ∈ [h] is
h = V2 ⊗ V2 − 2(V1 ⊗ V3 + V3 ⊗ V1). (10)
Then there exists a connection D such that (B, [h],D) is Einstein–Weyl if the rank-2 dis-
tribution DZ on B × RP1 spanned by the Lax pair
L0 = V1 − tV2 + f0 ∂
∂t
, L1 = V2 − tV3 + f1 ∂
∂t
, (11)
is Frobenius integrable for some functions (f0, f1) which are cubic polynomials in t ∈ RP1.
Conversely, every Einstein–Weyl structure arises from some Lax pair (11). The hyper–
CR Einstein Weyl spaces are characterised by the existence of a Lax pair (11) such that
f0 = f1 = 0.
In the ODE approach the Lax pair distribution is identified with the distribution D2
defined in (2). This leads to the double fibration picture
B ←− F −→ Z = J0(R,R),
where the correspondence space F is B × RP1 or equivalently J2(R,R). There are two
natural coordinate systems on F . Regarding it as the projective spin bundle of B, a point
(b, t) ∈ F corresponds to a point in b ∈ B lying on a totally geodesic surface given by t.
The quotient manifold F/DZ is then the twistor space Z of the Einstein–Weyl structure,
defined to be the space of isotropic totally geodesic surfaces. The space B is the quotient
of F by a one dimensional distribution spanned by ∂/∂t. Alternatively, regarding F as the
space of 2-jets J2(R,R) with coordinates (t, x0, x1, x2), the space Z = J
0(R,R) arises as
the quotient F/D2. In this approach B is a quotient of F by the total derivative XF . Note
that the meaning of ∂/∂t differs between the two pictures as the partial derivative depends
on the choice of remaining coordinates. Nevertheless, the one–dimensional distributions
used to obtain the quotient B in both pictures are equivalent. The ODEs arising from
Einstein–Weyl structure have W = 0, and additionally C = 0, where
C = XF
2(∂2x2F )−XF (∂x1∂x2F ) + ∂x0∂x2F (12)
is the Cartan invariant.
In [6] we have pointed out that there is a one-to-one correspondence between hyper-CR
Einstein-Weyl structures and Veronese webs. A Veronese web [10] on a three–dimensional
manifold B is a one-parameter family of foliations of B by surfaces, such that the normal
vector fields to these surfaces form a Veronese curve in P(T ∗B). The curve in P(T ∗B)
defines the Veronese curve t→ V (t) in P(TB) and the vector field V (t) given by
t −→ V (t) = V1 − 2tV2 + t2V3, where t ∈ RP1
is isotropic w.r.t. the conformal structure (10) for any value of t. The vector fields L0 and
L1 given by (11) with f0 = f1 = 0 form an orthogonal complement of V (t). Therefore, for
each t ∈ RP1 they span a null surface in ζ ⊂ B which is totally geodesic with respect to
D. This, as explained in the Introduction, is equivalent to the Einstein–Weyl condition,
but now with an extra restriction f0 = f1 = 0. Thus the necessary and sufficient condition
for an Einstein–Weyl structure to correspond to a Veronese web is that the associated Lax
pair does not contain derivatives w.r.t. t.
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It is known, [13], that the Veronese webs correspond to equivalence classes of third order
ODEs defined modulo Veronese transformations (5). These equivalence classes are char-
acterised (albeit not invariantly, in a sense described below) by two differential conditions
K0 = K1 = 0. Here, for a given ODE (F ), the functions K0 and K1 are implicitly given by
[11, Proposition 2.2]
∃V 6= 0 ∈ Γ(D1) ad3XF V = −K0V +K1adXF V mod XF . (13)
In [11, Proposition 2.2] it has been shown that this definition does not depend on the
particular choice of V such that ad3XF V = 0 mod D2 . In what follows, we will need the
explicit form of K0 and K1
K0 = ∂x0F −XF (∂x1F ) +
1
3
∂x1F∂x2F +
2
3
X2F (∂x2F )
−2
3
XF (∂x2F )∂x2F +
2
27
(∂x2F )
3,
K1 = ∂x1F −XF (∂x2F ) +
1
3
(∂x2F )
2. (14)
These functions already appear in the work of Chern [4] (where they are called Q on page
266). They are related to the Wu¨nschmann and Cartan invariants by
W = K0 +
1
2
XF (K1), C =
3
2
∂x1K1 + ∂x2F∂x2K1 +
3
2
∂x2K0, (15)
but unlike W and C, the expressions K1 and K2 are only invariant under a more restricted
class of Veronese transformations (5). Therefore the problem considered in the present pa-
per is reduced to characterisation of point equivalent classes of third-order ODEs containing
as a representative an equation with vanishing K0 and K1.
Let us notice that if K1 = 0, then K0 coincides with the Wu¨nschmann invariant W .
In this case XF is a projective vector field for the pair (XF ,D1). Thus to solve our main
problem, given an equation (F ), we need to check if there is a point equivalent (F˜ ) such
that the invariants K0 and K1 vanish for (F˜ ). In fact, we can assume from the start
that the Wu¨nschmann condition W = 0 holds, and look for (F˜ ) such that K1 = 0. The
transformation rule for K1 is as follows (see [12]): if XF 7→ g−1XF then
K1 7→ g−2K1 + 2g−3XF 2(g) − 3g−4XF (g)2. (16)
On the right hand side one can recognise the Schwartz derivative from (8) thus it follows
that the Mo¨bius transformations of the independent variable t do not affect K1.
To sum up, we start with an equation (F ) which satisfies W = 0. Then we are looking
for a function g of the form (6) such that K1 vanishes for (F˜ ), where XF˜ = g
−1XF . But
then XF˜ is also a projective vector field. In this way we proved
Proposition 3.1. If (F ) is a third-order ODE with vanishing Wu¨nschmann invariant W
then it defines a hyper-CR Einstein-Weyl structure on its solution space if and only if there
exists a vector field X ∈ Γ(XF ) which is simultaneously compatible with the point structure
and the projective structure.
In view of Proposition 3.1, and formula (16) the solution space of (F ) admits a hyper–CR
Einstein-Weyl structure iff there exists a non-vanishing function g of the form (6) which
satisfies
− 2gX2F (g) + 3XF (g)2 = g2K1. (17)
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Our main Theorem 1.1 is a direct application of Proposition
3.1 and Propositions 3.2, and 3.3, which we shall establish in this Section. We shall split
our construction into two steps
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Step 1 – necessary conditions. Substituting the coordinate expression (1) of the total de-
rivative XF in (17) and differentiating three times w.r.t. x2 gives
∂x1g = −Ψg, (18)
where
Ψ =
∂3x2K1
2∂3x2F
. (19)
The denominator ∂3x2F in Ψ is a point invariant of (F ). If it vanishes then formula (14)
implies that ∂3x2K1 = 0. In this case (F ) is point equivalent to the trivial equation [14].
Therefore, we will assume that ∂3x2F 6= 0.
If we use (6) to rewrite equation (18) in terms of t˜, we find that t˜ is constant along a
vector field Ψ∂t + (1 + x1Ψ)∂x0 . Equivalently, t˜ is constant along a rank-3 distribution
V = span{VF , ∂x1 , ∂x2}, where VF = ∂x0 +ΨXF (20)
on J2(R,R). This distribution must therefore be integrable, as it is of co-dimension one.
In what follows, we shall use the framing (3) on Λ1(J2(R,R)). Let
αF = ω3 −Ψω0 (21)
be a one-form which annihilates V. Then
I = dαF ∧ αF (22)
= −(I1ω1 + I2ω2) ∧ ω0 ∧ αF ,
where
I1 = ∂x1Ψ−Ψ2, I2 = ∂x2Ψ, (23)
where in the derivation we have repeatedly used (18). Now the Frobenius theorem implies
that [V,V] ⊂ V iff I1 = I2 = 0. The two quantities I1 and I2 are not point invariant, but
the 3-form I is. To see it we explicitly compute the transformation rule αF 7→ gαF , which
implies that I 7→ g2I. We have proved
Proposition 3.2. The 3-form I given by (22) is a relative invariant of (F ). Under a point
transformation (4) with g given by (6), the 3-form I transforms as
I 7→ g2I. (24)
If a third order ODE defines a hyper-CR structure on its solution space then either it is
point equivalent to the trivial ODE, or I = 0.
We have therefore established that if (F ) defines a hyper-CR Einstein-Weyl structure on
its solution space then any (F˜ ), which is point equivalent to (F ) and such that K1 vanishes
for (F˜ ), has an independent variable t˜ such that the foliation t˜ = const is tangent to the
distribution V. In particular, there exist coordinates (t˜, x˜0, x˜1, x˜2) on J2(R,R), adapted to
(F˜ ), such that V = span{∂x˜0 , ∂x˜1 , ∂x˜2}.
Step 2 – sufficient conditions. We now assume that (F ) is an equation such that I = 0
and (F˜ ) is a point-equivalent equation such that the foliation t˜ = const is tangent to the
distribution V. We will denote the invariant K1 of (F ) byK1(F ). So, K1(F˜ ) is the invariant
K1 of (F˜ ). We still do not know if K1(F˜ ) = 0. However, we can iterate our procedure once
more and try to solve (17) again. The current situation is simpler. Indeed, it follows from
our discussion in Step 1 that we can consider only these transformations of the independent
variable that preserve V, i. e. transformations of the form tˆ = tˆ(t˜). Hence, we are looking
for the solutions to (17) in the form g(t˜) = A(t˜), where A = ∂t˜tˆ for some function tˆ. The
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LHS of (17) now only depends on t˜. Thus, the solution g = g(t˜) exists if and only if the
right hand side is a function of t˜. It means that K1(F˜ ) is constant on leaves of V, i. e. that
dK1(F˜ ) ∧ αF˜ = 0, (25)
where αF˜ = gαF is the annihilator of V given by a multiple of (21). To rewrite (25) as
an invariant condition we need to make it independent on g. We therefore eliminate from
(25) the derivatives of g along the sections of (20) as follows: ∂x2g = 0, as g is given by a
special case of (6). The expression for ∂x1g is given by (18). Finally, to evaluate VF (g) we
apply VF to both sides of (18), and use the integrability of the distribution V in the form
[VF , ∂x1 ] ∈ span(∂x1 , ∂x2) to simplify the LHS. This removes all derivatives of g from (25)
leaving only a power of g as an overall multiple of the LHS of (25). The condition (25) has
only been defined up to an overall multiple, so it is legitimate to rescale it and remove the
g–dependence completely. This procedure leads to an invariant two–form, which is best
written down by expanding the coefficients of dK1(F˜ ) in (25) in terms of the invariant
one–forms associated with the ODE (F ). The resulting expression is
J = (J0ω0 + J1ω1 + J2ω2) ∧ αF , (26)
where
J0 = ∂x0K1 + 2XF (Ψ)K1 +ΨXF (K1)− 2X3F (Ψ)− 2∂x0FΨ,
J1 = ∂x1K1 + 2ΨK1 − 6X2F (Ψ)− 2∂x1FΨ, (27)
J2 = ∂x2K1 − 6XF (Ψ)− 2∂x2FΨ.
Moreover we verify explicitly, that a point transformation XF 7→ g−1XF with g given by
(6) yields J 7→ g−1J . We have established the following result
Proposition 3.3. Let (F ) be third-order ODE such that W = 0 and I = 0, where I is
given by (22). Then the 2-form J defined by (26) is a relative invariant of (F ). Under a
point transformation (4) with g given by (6) it transforms as
J 7→ g−1J .
Vanishing of J is a sufficient condition for a solution space to admit a hyper-CR Einstein–
Weyl structure.
We have reached the end of the road. Given that I defined by (22) vanishes, there exists
a point transformation such that the level sets of the independent variable in ODE (F )
are tangent to the distribution V. If J also vanishes, then (F ) is point equivalent to an
ODE with K1 = 0. But this, given that the Wu¨nshmann condition holds, implies that
the solution space B admits a hyper-CR Einstein–Weyl structure. Thus, as both I, and
J are relative point invariants of (F ), their vanishing (together with W ) is sufficient and
necessary for the statement of Theorem 1.1 to hold.
Finally, we point out that if W = I = J = 0, then the Cartan invariant (12) also
vanishes. This is because a direct computation using (27) gives
C =
3
2
∂x2W −
3
4
XF (J2) +
3
4
J1 +
1
4
∂x2FJ2.
4. Examples
1. The following equation defines Einstein-Weyl geometry which is not of hyper-CR type
x′′′ = 24
x′′3(−3 +√9− 2x′x′′)3
+ 12
x′x′′4(−3 +√9− 2x′x′′)4
.
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Indeed, one can verify thatW = C = 0 but I 6= 0. This Einstein–Weyl structure belongs to
the dispersionless KP (dKP) class [8] which is characterised by the existence of a conformally
weighted vector which is parallel w. r. t. the Weyl connection. Characterising the dKP
class by point invariants of the ODE is an interesting open problem.
2. The equation
x′′′ =
(
x′′
)3/2
defines Einstein-Weyl geometry of hyper-CR type. We verify both K1 and W vanish.
Therefore I = J = 0. The resulting Einsten–Weyl structure is called Nil. Its conformal
class contains a left–invariant metric on the Heisenberg group [14, 7, 5].
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